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1. PURPOSE	  	  
The Franklin Regional Council of Government [FRCOG] and the Franklin County Emergency 
Communications System [FCECS], through the auspices of the Western Region Homeland Security 
Council Advisory County [WRHSAC], has sponsored a study for an independent consultant to evaluate 
the existing FCECS radio network to identify strength and weaknesses of the system. The report is to 
also provide recommendations for enhancement and overall system reliability. 

The FRCOG has made significant investments in a wide area land-mobile radio system to support the 
service delivery efforts of all public safety disciplines within the County. The system users and owner 
are not satisfied with the current performance of the system and has contracted Communications 
Design Consulting Group, LLC [CDCG], an independent communications consulting firm, to investigate 
the complaints, determine their cause and recommend a course of action to resolve. CDCG has 
extensively studied the existing, as built conditions of the FCECS system and this report documents 
our findings, suspected causes and provides recommendations for correction.   

2. INTRODUCTION	  
First Responders rely upon radio communications to support their routine and emergency operations.  
Within Franklin County, public safety agencies provide law enforcement, fire protection, medical 
emergency response, detention, transport, natural disaster response, and other public safety services 
to the citizens of the County. For these agencies, immediate access to information is vital to their 
ability to protect life and property.  For those in the field, wireless mobile communications is the 
primary and often the only link to information and resources during routine and emergency 
responses.  Radio communications is literally a lifeline, linking first responders to back-up, assistance, 
and other resources. 

Throughout the County, there are reports identifying issues that impact effective radio 
communications, which impedes the First Responder’s ability to perform their primary missions.   

Radio communications is also both an expensive and valued technology asset.  Moreover, the critical 
regulatory, spectrum, technology, and operational issues facing the FCECS today require a long-term 
mobile radio communications strategy.  This discussion is to be addressed in a separate report. 

As a result, the FCECS has critical communications requirements that public safety typically encounter, 
these requirements include: 

§ Radio Signal Coverage 
§ System Reliability 

§ Interoperability 
§ Flexibility and Control 

Working in conjunction the FCECS, CDCG has undergone a rigorous process to identify current 
technical issues and deficiencies, provide analysis and recommendations for enhancement or 
improvements. 

2.1 Project	  Background	  	  
CDCG conducted an evaluation of the County’s public safety communications system and has 
developed a strategic communications plan for the improvement of this system. Working under the 
direction of FCECS, CDCG has accomplished the following: 

• Met with WRSAC/FCECS project team to conduct a project kickoff meeting. 

• Conducted on-site interviews with WRSAC/FCECS participating agencies  

• Developed an understanding of the existing two-way land mobile radio currently used by 
FCECS 

• Conducted on-site visits at all FCECS existing transmitter sites 
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• Conducted and recorded equipment and system test and measurements 

• Analyzed results and submitted a Summary Report at the November 19, 2015 FCECS monthly 
meeting 

• Participated in optimizing simulcast system equipment to improve audio quality and 
minimized simulcast distortion 

                  Project Team 

CDCG was contracted by WRHSAC to assist the 
FCECS to develop a plan to identify technical and 
system issues relating to simulcast coverage.  Over 
the past several weeks, the CDCG project team, 
under direct supervision of FCECS system 
personnel, has undergone system evaluation 
testing and equipment parameter measurement 
and has identified a number of system deficiencies.  

Technical expertise regarding system tests was 
provided by technical personnel from Burlington 
Communications Services, Inc. [BCS].  BCS has 
successful experience in the implementation and 
deployment of similar wide area simulcast systems. 

The project team, as noted on the adjacent figure, 
is comprised of experienced personnel with 
expertise in public safety operations and 
communications, as well as technical analysis. 

 

3. CURRENT	  FCECS	  SYSTEM	  ENVIRONMENT	  
The existing system utilized by the FCECS First Responders is actually owned and licensed by the 
FCECS, which provides emergency communications services to Franklin County. Members of the FCECS 
are equipped with mobile and handheld portable radios, as well as alert radio pagers, and control 
stations that are programmed to access the FCECS system for primary communications.  Dispatching 
and fire alerting is provided by Shelburne Control, which is owned and operated by the Massachusetts 
State Police.  Tactical communications are conducted on regional repeaters to offload the dispatch 
channel and to provide local reliable coverage.  

The map found in Figure-1 on the next page depicts the current FCECS system, showing locations of 
the simulcast repeaters and regional TAC repeaters. 
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Figure-1 

Location of FCECS Simulcast and Regional TAC Repeaters 
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3.1	   	   FCECS	  FCC	  Authorizations	  
The FCECS is licensed by the FCC [Federal registration No. 0005192745], and has several 
authorizations for both for radio and microwave operations.  A review of all of the radio licenses 
shows that all have been modified for narrowband operation. Table-1 below summarizes the radio 
system licenses.   

Microwave license information can be found in the microwave section [Section 3.2.5] of this 
document. 

The licenses show that FCECS operate several FB2 and MO frequencies. FCC designation for repeater 
is FB2; and MO for mobile operations.  Note that the two main channels utilized by the FCECS, SIM-1 
and SIM-2 are licensed at most of the sites, which are used for countywide dispatch communications. 

There are several TAC channels that are licensed for specific sites and are used for tactical operations 
during incidents or at times as a back up to the wide area system. 

Table-1 

ADDRESS CALL SIGN FREQUENCY STATION 
CLASS OPERATION ADDRESS CALL SIGN FREQUENCY STATION 

CLASS OPERATION

460.4000 FB2 SIM-1 460.4000 FB2 SIM-1
460.3500 FB2 SIM-2 460.3500 FB2 SIM-2
465.4000 MO SIM-1 465.4000 MO SIM-1
465.3500 MO SIM-2 465.3500 MO SIM-2
460.4000 FB2 SIM-1 460.4000 FB2 SIM-1
460.3500 FB2 SIM-2 460.3500 FB2 SIM-2
465.4000 MO SIM-1 465.4000 MO SIM-1
465.3500 MO SIM-2 465.3500 MO SIM-2
453.6375 FB2 TAC 453.2875 FB2 TAC
458.6375 MO TAC 458.2875 MO TAC
458.3875 MO TAC 460.4000 FB2 SIM-1
453.3875 FB2 TAC 460.3500 FB2 SIM-2
453.2875 FB2 TAC 465.4000 MO SIM-1
458.2875 MO TAC 465.3500 MO SIM-2
460.4000 FB2 SIM-1 460.4000 FB2 SIM-1
460.3500 FB2 SIM-2 460.3500 FB2 SIM-2
465.4000 MO SIM-1 465.4000 MO SIM-1
465.3500 MO SIM-2 465.3500 MO SIM-2
465.5500 MO TAC 465.5250 MO TAC
460.5500 FB2 TAC 460.5250 FB2 TAC
460.4000 FB2 SIM-1 460.4000 FB2 SIM-1
460.3500 FB2 SIM-2 460.3500 FB2 SIM-2
465.4000 MO SIM-1 465.4000 MO SIM-1
465.3500 MO SIM-2 465.3500 MO SIM-2
453.2000 FB2 TAC 460.1875 FB2 TAC
458.2000 MO TAC 456.1875 MO TAC
453.4875 FB2 TAC 460.6000 FB2 TAC
458.4875 MO TAC 465.6 MO TAC
460.4000 FB2 SIM-1 460.1750 FB2 TAC
460.3500 FB2 SIM-2 465.1750 MO TAC
465.4000 MO SIM-1 453.4250 FB2 TAC
465.3500 MO SIM-2 458.4250 MO TAC
453.2625 FB2 TAC 453.2750 FB2 TAC
458.2625 MO TAC 458.2750 MO TAC

453.3750 FB2 TAC
458.3750 MO TAC

FCECS FCC LICENSES

SITE

11

12

FCECS FCC LICENSES

SITE

WQDL-962

Leyden Off Frizzel 
Rd WQDL-963

WQDL-962

WQDN-614

WQDN-614

1 Borden Mt WQDL-962
Savoy 
State 
Forest

2 Buckland

Off of Bray 
Road, 
Buckland 
State 
Forest

3

WQDM-951

WQEG-675

WQDL-963

4 Country Hill Turners 
Falls

WQMD-951

WQDL-962Warwick

WQDM-951

WQDL-963

Charlemount Off River 
Road

13 Orange Main St WT

WQDL962

WQDN-614

WQEG-675

WQGQ-319
End of 
Blueberry 
Hill Road

WQGQ-319

Colrain5 Erving Mountain 
Road

6 Grace

7 New Salem

8 Plainfield

14 Shutesbury FD
WQON-837

Hells 
Kitchen 
Road

9 Shelburne
128F Old 
Albany, 
Shelbourne

10 Toby 
Mountain

Toby State 
Forest, 
Sunderland

Off Route-
112 WQDL-963
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The licensed parameters compared to “as found” parameter can be found in Table-2 on Page-13. Note 
that all measured values appear to be within FCC authorizations.  However, a review of antenna 
parameters; which includes antenna gain, beamwidth, and azimuth appear to show some 
discrepancies to as-built antennas. These parameters are in the database, but actual antenna model 
numbers are not included as part of the license database.  The specific antenna model may be found 
in the frequency coordinator database.  

We also performed co-channel analysis to identify co-channel licensees on SIM-1 and SIM-2 to confirm 
FCC application data, and to determine if there are interference issues due to these licensees.  During 
the equipment measurement and analysis phase of the project, co-channel activity was heard and 
identified as nuisance and not destructive interference.  Figure-2 below shows interference contours 
for SIM-1 [460.400] and SIM-2 [460.350]. 

Figure-2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SIM2/460.350 
MHz 

SIM-1/460.400 
MHz 

FCC Interference Contours 
FCC interference contours, shown in red above, show the existing licensees on the SIM-1 & SIM-2 
frequencies. The FCC requires at least 18 dB of separation between co-channel licensees.  This is 
achieved as long as no red contour intersects Franklin County boundaries. The above contours indicate 
this except on SIM-1, where KVV693 in Albany County, NY intersects Franklin County.  However, the 
frequency coordinator may have looked at the terrain between both licensees, and calculated that the 
signal still maintains the 18-dB separation based on obstructive terrain attenuation.  Our analysis 
confirms this; the path profile above represents the terrain profile between the Albany County site and 
FCECS.  The received signal falls below FCECS receiver threshold; this was confirmed for several 
iterations inside Franklin County. 
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3.2	   FCECS	  Radio	  System	  Configuration	  
The FCECS operates a 10-site, two-channel UHF transmitter simulcast system.  SIM-1 is used for Fire 
communications and SIM-2 for Law Enforcement communications.  There are fifteen [15] regional TAC 
repeaters at eleven [11] sites used for on-scene communications.   

All ten sites simulcast sites are interconnected using microwave radio.  

Figure-3 below shows the system diagram for SIM-1 and SIM-2, along with FCECS and Mass State Police 
microwave providing site connectivity.  

Figure-3 

FCECS Simulcast System [SIM-1 & SIM-2] and Microwave Site Connectivity 
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3.2.1	   Master	  Site	  
The transmitter simulcast system utilizes a Master Site as the central location where all transmission 
sources are received and distributed.    

The Master Site, Shelburne Mountain, may be thought of as the interface with “the rest of the world”.  

The Master Site Prime RF equipment is the same as that deployed at the Remote Sites. However, it is 
additionally equipped with voting comparators for SIM-1 & SIM-2, as well as audio distribution 
amplifiers. The voting comparator compares all inbound audio transmissions from the remote sites, 
and then selects the best-received audio, or “voted audio”, for input to the dispatch console and to the 
remote sites for re-broadcast. The Master Site also serves as the State Police dispatch audio interface 
to the network. 

Transmissions from the Dispatch Center are routed through synchronized channel banks [Harris 
Intraplex] and distribution amplifiers to all of the Remote Sites. Moreover, there are special timing 
delay values programmed into the channel bank needed to transit the signal with tightly controlled 
phase angle and amplitude characteristics that is required for simulcast transmissions.  

The major components that makes up the Master Site includes the following – all are installed in a 
standard 19” equipment rack: 

§ Harris MASTR III repeaters; one each for SIM-1 & SIM-2 

§ Harris Intraplex channel banks [includes Synchrocast simulcast delay cards] 

§ Spectracom GPS clock 

§ Spectracom CTCSS module 

§ Raytheon/JPS Voting Comparator 

§ Convex audio distribution amplifier/bridge 

§ Backup battery power supply 

§ TX-RX Transmitter, Inc. combiner & receiver Multicoupler 

§ Antenna system - typically three antennas:  SIM-1 Tx. SIM-2 Tx, and receive antenna. 

The Master Sites equipment is shown in the following photographs; RF equipment is described in the 
Remote Site section. 

 

 

 

  

DC power supply  

Voting comparator, one for each SIM-1, SIM-2 

Audio distribution to all remote sites 

Intraplex Multiplexer, connects Master 
Site with Remote Sites; one per remote 
site 
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3.2.2	   Remote	  Sites	  
The Remote Sites are primarily configured identically with the exception of the Plainfield site.   

All of the sites utilize two transmitter combiners [splitting SIM-1, SIM-2 on two different antennas], 
and a receiver multicoupler.  The combiners interface with other repeaters, typically FCECS TAC 
repeaters. The Plainfield site does not utilize combiners as SIM-1 & SIM-2 each have their own 
duplexer and antenna. 

Equipment located at the Remote Site include the following – all installed on a 19” rack: 

§ Harris MASTR III repeaters; one each for SIM-1 & SIM-2 

§ Harris Intraplex channel banks [includes Synchrocast simulcast delay cards] 

§ Spectracom GPS clock 

§ Spectracom CTCSS module 

§ Backup battery power supply 

§ TX-RX transmitter combiner & receiver Multicoupler 

§ Antenna system - typically three antennas:  SIM-1 Tx. SIM-2 Tx, and receive antenna. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RF Control Stations used for 
simulcast optimization 

GPS controlled CTCSS 
generator; one per repeater 

Polyphaser transmission line 
lightning protection 
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Harris MASTR III Repeater; 
one each for SIM-1, SIM-2 

Transmitter combiner 

Typical battery configuration 
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3.2.3	   Radio	  Site	  Technical	  Parameters	  
CDCG conducted site visits to determine detailed system parameters for each of the radio sites. The 
following table summarizes site data, which includes site coordinates, antenna information, tower 
information, transmitter power information, etc.  

 

Table-2  
System Site Information 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Type Height 
[ft]

Ant 
Line

Rx 
Antenna

RX 
Ant Ht 

[ft]

SIM-1 Tx 
Antenna          

SIM-1 Tx Ant Ht 
[ft]              

Licesned/Actual     
Note-1   

Radiated Power 
[ERP]             

Licesned/Actual 
[Note-2]  

SIM-2 Tx 
Antenna

SIM-2 Tx Ant Ht  
[ft]              

Licesned/Actual  
Note-1   

Radiated Power 
[ERP]             

Licesned/Actual  
[Note-2]   

1 Borden Mt 42-36-00.3 072-01-38.4 2463 H-Frame 80 1/2" 
LDF

PD201 
Omni 44

ANT450D-9 
Directional @ 

80°
125 / 74 70 / 

ANT450D-9 
Directional 

@ 80°
125 / 55 70 / 51

2 Buckland 42-34-37.3 072-45-10.0 1349 Lattice 120 7/8" 
LDF

PD201 
Omni 114

ANT450D-9 
Directional @ 

48°
98 / 70 97 / 

ANT450D-9 
Directional 

@ 48°
98 / 93 97 / 101

3 Charlemount 42 35 56.2 72 51 29.3 1751 Lattice 120 7/8" 
LDF

Comtelco 
BSL450U-C 120

ANT450D-9 
Directional @ 

50°
90 / 90 35 / Comtelco 

BSL450U-C 90 / 110 35 / 102

4 Country Hill 42-33-39.0 72 28 33.0 1128 Lattice 126 7/8" 
LDF

PD201 
Omni 126 ANT450F2 

Omni 98 /56 148 / ANT450F2 
Omni 98 / 19 148 / 17

5 Erving 42-37-43.8 072-25-11.1 1112 Lattice 206 7/8" 
LDF

PD201 
Omni 206 Comtelco 

BSL450U-C 164 / 164 96 / Comtelco 
BSL450U-C 164 / 11 96 / 11

6 Grace 42-41-27.3 072-21-13.3 1561 H-Frame 100 7/8" 
LDF

ANT450D-9 
Directional 

@ 210°
90

ANT450D-9 
Directional @ 

210°
125 / 80 106 /

ANT450D-9 
Directional 

@ 210°
125 / 46 106 / 30

7 New Salem 42-30-22.3 072-20-39.9 1237 Monopole 190 7/8" 
LDF

PD201 
Omni 190 Comtelco  

BSL450U-C 199 / 100 95 / Comtelco 
BSL450U-C 199 / 10 95 / 18

8 Plainfield 42 31 33.7 72 54 54.0 1798 Lattice 140 7/8" 
LDF

T & R on 
Dx D/N/A Comtelco  

BSL450U-C 105 / 105 35 / Comtelco 
BSL450U-C 105 / 34 35 / 35

9 Shelburne 42-34-16.3 072-38-41.3 961 Lattice 140 7/8" 
LDF

PD201 
Omni 139

ANT450D-9 
Directional @ 

180°
89 / 121 123 / PD201 Omni 89 / 93 123 / 97

10 Toby 
Mountain 42-29-17.3 072-32-15.3 1260 Fire Tower 60 7/8" 

LDF
PD201 
Omni 60

ANT450D-9 
Directional @ 

285°
69 / 46 94 /

ANT450D-9 
Directional 

@ 285°
69 / 65 94 / 62

Notes: 1

2

FCECS SIM-1, SIM-2 SIMULCAST SITE PARAMETERS

Site

SIM-1Receive Antenna  Strcuture

Latitude Longitude

SIM-2 

Elevation 
[ft]

Note that the actual antenna height provided in the table is the height at the base of antenna; FCC license antenna heights are based on the height of the tip of the antenna;                                
FCC Ht = ant base ht + length of ant
Actual ERP is the measured power at the output of the combiner, then the ant line loss is subtracted and the ant gain is added to that value
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3.2.4	   Antenna	  System	  Design	  
The FCECS system utilizes several types of transmit and receive antennas for their system, model and 
type shown in Table-2, Page-9.  Figure-4 below shows that the transmitter antennas are typically high-
gain directional units manufactured by Telewave [ANT450D-6], and the receive antennas are primarily 
omnidirectional [Comtelco, ANT450F2, and PD201]. The antenna system design between SIM-1 and 
SIM-2 are similar, the exception to this is that Charlemont and Shelburne SIM-2 employs different 
antennas for transmit. 

Figure-4 
FCECS Antenna Design 

 

 

3.2.5	   Microwave	  Radio	  Connectivity	  
The FCECS microwave network is used to provide connectivity between remote mountaintop UHF radio 
transmitter sites, which interfaces radio communications with first responders, the MSP dispatch 
center, and local Law Enforcement and Fire Departments. 

Because of the terrain diversity, microwave communications is the most efficient, and for many 
locations, the only method of linking remote RF sites to the Prime Site and Dispatch locations. The 
FCECS has been using microwave communications to link transmitter sites since the initial system 
implementation.  Microwave radio is considered a very reliable transport medium for connectivity.  

The FCECS network is comprised of 16 microwave hops.  9 of these hops belong to FCECS and 7-hops 
of Stare Police microwave.  This microwave system layout is provided in Figure-3 on Page-5. 

The FCECS microwave system consists of Harris TRuepoint 5000 digital microwave radios operating in 
both the 6 GHz and 11 GHz frequency bands.  The authorized bandwidth is 2.5Mbps for 6 Ghz and 5 
Mbps for 11Ghz, providing the necessary bandwidth required to operate the UHF simulcast system.   

There is no redundancy in the FCECS microwave system.  For reliable microwave system transport, 
public safety generally deploys microwave systems in a “ring” or “hot standby” arrangement.  A ring 
configuration connects all of the radio sites in a ring or loop arrangement, thus providing both 
equipment and path redundancy.  If a ring network cannot be implemented, then the use of hot-
standby radio is used.  This provides equipment redundancy by having each microwave transmitter 
and receiver backed up with another RF unit. 

 

Mt#Grace!

Erving!

New#Salem!

Country#Hill!

Shelburne!Buckland!

Charlemont!
Borden!

Omnidirec>onal#Antenna!
#!
#!Direc>onal#Antenna!

#!
#!

SIM%1!Direc,onal;!SIM%2!Omni!Antenna!

SIM%1!Direc,onal;!SIM%2!Omni!Antenna!
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Harris Intraplex multiplex equipment is used to convert UHF repeater 600-ohm audio circuits and 
dispatch console audio to digital T1 [1.54 Mbps] circuits for transport to remote sites using digital 
microwave radio. 

Table-3a shows FCC microwave authorizations associated with the SIM-1, SIM-2, and TAC radio 
systems. Table-3b shows microwave licenses utilized for other radio systems or other TACs.  

Note that line items in red represent licenses about to expire; no license could be found for the 4.9 
GHz hop utilized for the orange site. 

Table-3a 
Simulcast Sites Microwave License Data 

 

Table-3b 
Other FCC Microwave Licenses 

Transmit Site Call Sign Address Latitude Longitude Freq CL [ft]
Shelbourne 6731.25 109
Charlemont 10621.25 100
Great Hill 10653.75 110
Massamet 17845 127
Savoy 1056.25 110
Borden

4 Country Hill WQDV762 Turners Falls Great Hill 42-33-39.0 N 072-28-33.2 W 10618.75 75

5 Erving WQDR567 Mountain Road Mt Grace 42-37-43.8 N 072-25-11.1 W 10561.25 75
Coubtry Hill 10553.75 75
Toby 10573.75 75
Leyden 10593.75 110
Buckland 10588.75 140
Mt Grace 6641.25 83
Savoy 6551.25 103

7 Greenfield WQLJ703 321 High St Shelbourne 42-36- 07.0 N 072-35 01.0 W 17800 30

8 Leyden WQEE633 Frizzell Road Great Hill 42-41-50.0 N 072-36-18.0 W 10658.75 150

9 Mt Grace WQDV764 Warwick Erving 42-41-27.3 N 072-21-13.3 W 10626.25 75

10 Mt Lincoln WQHH577 Tower Road, Pelham New Salem 42-21-50.3 N 072-25-23.3 W 10631.25 40.2
Mt Grace 10551.25 189
Mt Lincoln 10566.25 189

12 Toby Mountain WQDR569 Toby State Forest, 
Sunderland Great Hill 42-29-17.3 N 072-32-15.3 W 10638.75 69

3

6

11

42-36-00.3 N 072-01-38.4 W

Charlemont Off of River Road 42-35-56.2 N 072-51-29.3 WWQJB303

42-34-16.3 N 072-38-41.3 W

New Salem End of Blueberry Hill Road 42-30-22.3 N 072-20-39.9 W

FCECS Microwave Sites

1

2 42-34-38.0 N 072-45-11.4 WWQEE236

WQHH582

WQDR566

WPXE711

WPXE364

Great Hill 128F Old Albany, 
Shelbourne

Buckland Off of Bray Road, 
Buckland State Forest

Borden Mt Savoy

Transmit Site Call Sign Address Latitude Longitude Freq CL [ft]
Shelbourne 6731.25 109
Charlemont 10621.25 100
Great Hill 10653.75 110
Massamet 17845 127
Savoy 1056.25 110
Borden

4 Country Hill WQDV762 Turners Falls Great Hill 42-33-39.0 N 072-28-33.2 W 10618.75 75

5 Erving WQDR567 Mountain Road Mt Grace 42-37-43.8 N 072-25-11.1 W 10561.25 75

3

42-36-00.3 N 072-01-38.4 W

Charlemont Off of River Road 42-35-56.2 N 072-51-29.3 WWQJB303

FCECS Microwave Sites

1

2 42-34-38.0 N 072-45-11.4 WWQEE236

WPXE364

Buckland Off of Bray Road, 
Buckland State Forest

Borden Mt Savoy
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4 FCECS	  COVERAGE	  ANALYSIS	  

4.1	   	  Defining	  Reliable	  Coverage	  	  
From a radio user perspective, reliability is defined as the confidence in the performance of the 
currently installed equipment and the reliability of the design with respect to the performance. 

However, since propagation is based on a statistical analysis, overall coverage reliability is specified 
by public safety radio planners as typically 95% to 97% coverage reliability within their service area 
based on industry standard TIA/EIA TSB-88B, which defines coverage parameters for computer 
prediction and field testing.  There are a couple of definitions that need to be defined for Franklin 
County:   

1. Service Area [SA]:       Franklin County boundaries 
2. Coverage Reliability:      95% 
3. Channel Performance Criteria [CPC]:  DAQ-3.4 

It is important to define the meaning of 95% coverage area reliability.  This number is a statistical 
result based on the reliability of the signal level predicted by computer models that is verified by 
measurement.  Simply put, it is a measure of signal propagation reliability.  It indicates that a portable 
or mobile radio will receive a signal that is above a specified design level 95% of the time at 95% of 
locations. 

It is impossible to actually obtain 100% area reliability just as it is impossible to test every square-inch 
of the service area to verify coverage.  Field verification is accomplished by dividing the coverage area 
into grids, and testing each grid for minimum acceptable communications.  For example, if 1,000 
grids were tested, then 95% of the grids [950 grids] have to have acceptable communications [DAQ-
3.4] to pass. 

DAQ-3.4 is characterized by TSB-88 as:  “Speech understandable with repetition only rarely required; 
some noise/distortion”  

Terrain affects coverage performance as valleys and hills creates signal shadowing and radio signals 
are blocked or attenuated. This occurs at several locations within Franklin County. An example of this 
is Route-8A, which is in a valley with high hills on both sides of the roadway. Route-2 also has this 
terrain profile. This makes it difficult for signal penetration resulting in poor or no signal along the 
roadway. 
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Figure-5 / Franklin County Terrain 

 

4.2	  Franklin	  County	  Coverage	  Performance	  
This section includes various coverage maps that demonstrate what coverage inside Franklin County 
should look like from a statistical standpoint.  From an actual users perspective, many would agree 
with the map coverage representation based on their knowledge of coverage performance; however, 
there will always be areas where predicted coverage occurs, or does not occur, as the maps may show. 

The maps include TALKOUT [outbound], which is the base station transmitting to portable or mobile 
radios. TALKBACK [inbound] is also depicted, which is a portable or mobile transmitting to the base 
station receiver.  The discrepancy in coverage between talkout and talkback is primarily due to the 
transmitter power of base stations, usually 100 to 300 watts; and, mobile radio power of 35 to 100 
watts. UHF hand-held portable power is typically 4-watts.  

The maps depicts DAQ-2.0, as opposed to DAQ-3.4 as it portrays conditions closely found by the radio 
users. DAQ-2.0 [about 12 dB SINAD] which is characterized as “Understandable with considerable 
effort; frequent repetition due to noise/distortion”. At this DAQ, the receiver is operating at threshold 
levels and is about to drop out due to weak signal levels – this is experienced at several locations 
within the County, especially with hand-held portable radios. 

Route-2 in valley; covered by 
Charlemont, Buckland and 
Borden sites 

Route-8 in valley; partially 
covered by Charlemont, 
Borden and Plainfield sites; 
or poor/no coverage 
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Our calculations show that the existing coverage reliability is as follows [coverage performance within 
Franklin County]: 

 

 

Figure-6 

COMPUTER REPRESENTATION OF CURRENT FCECS MOBILE COVERAGE 
95% Reliability - DAQ-2.0 
GREEN: MOBILE TALKOUT 

YELLOW:  MOBILE TALKBACK 
WHITE:  Areas Less than 95% Reliability 

 

 
 
 
 

Mobile area coverage: 87.1% 

Portable area coverage: 69.1% 

	   	   
	   

	   

	   

	   	   	   

	   

	   

	  

	   

	   
	   

	   

	   	   

	   

	  

	   
	   

	   

	   

	   

	   

	  

 

Type Coverage 
Area Reliability 

Coverage 

Mobile 87.1% 
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Figure-7 
 

COMPUTER REPRESENTATION OF CURRENT FCECS PORTABLE IN-STREET COVERAGE 
95% Reliability - DAQ-2.0 
BLUE: PORTABLE TALKOUT 
RED:  PORTABLE TALKBACK 

WHITE:  Areas Less than 95% Reliability 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

	   	   
	   

	   

	   

	   	   	   

	   

	   

	  

	   

	   
	   

	   

	   	   

	   

	  

	   

	   

	   

	   

	   

	   

	  

 

Type Coverage 
Area Reliability 

Coverage 

Portable 69.1% 
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Figure-8 
COMPUTER REPRESENTATION OF CURRENT FCECS ALERT PAGING IN-STREET COVERAGE 

95% Reliability - DAQ-2.0 
PURPLE:  ALERT PAGING 

WHITE:  Areas Less than 95% Reliability 

 

Alert Paging coverage performance is very difficult to simulate as there are several variables affecting 
the radio signal.   An alert pager antenna system is very inefficient, typically a metal bar wrapped with 
wire or plating on circuit board inside of a plastic case. None of these can be expected to perform like 
mobile antenna on a vehicle, which outperforms both portable radio and alert pager antennas.  

An added loss to the limitation of poor pager antenna design includes human body losses. The body 
both absorbs and shields radio signals. A pager [and a portable] at hip level loses about 90% of its 
effective range due to the body. Note that pagers inside buildings may not work unless it is near a 
window or connected to an external antenna. For UHF, a 4-watt portable on the belt effectively 
transmits less than one watt.  
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4.3	  Most	  Likely	  Server	  Analysis	  
Most	  Likely	  Server	  [MLS]	  is	  the	  receive	  signal	  level	  calculated	  for	  each	  radio	  site	  that	  predicts	  which	  
transmitter	   will	   provide	   coverage	   in	   a	   specific	   area	   where	   signals	   are	   present	   from	   two	   or	  more	  
transmitters.	   	   The	   transmitter	  with	   the	   greatest	   signal	   is	   considered	   the	   predominant	   transmitter	  
and	  is	  assigned	  a	  particular	  color	  on	  the	  map.	  
	  
MLS	   results	   are	   generally	   a	   good	   indicator	   of	   how	  multiple	   sites	   work	  with	   each	   other,	   and	   also	  
assists	  in	  the	  design	  of	  radio	  systems.	  	  One	  of	  the	  goals	  of	  MLS	  is	  to	  help	  assess	  coverage	  hole	  areas	  
and	  then	  adjust	  the	  coverage	  design	  accordingly.	  A	  map	  with	  solid	  colors	  would	  indicate	  a	  very	  good	  
design.	  	  
	  
Referring	  to	  Figure-‐9	  below,	  the	  white	  areas	  signify	   locations	  where	  the	  signal	   is	  below	  the	  design	  
criteria	   [poor/no].	   Notice	   that	   in	   the	   Heath,	   Colrain	   and	   Leyden	   townships,	   there	   are	  many	   sites	  
trying	  to	  provide	  coverage	  in	  this	  area	  [many	  colors].	  This	   implies	  that	  this	  region	  is	  suffering	  from	  
deficient	  coverage.	  
	  

Figure-9 
COMPUTER REPRESENTATION OF CURRENT FCECS  

MOST-LIKELY-SERVER [MLS] at -113 dBm   
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CAPTURE	  ZONE 
The	  mobile	  receiver	  only	  receives	  a	  
signal	  from	  one	  site	  –	  best	  signal	  
condition 
OVERLAP	  ZONE	  [Non-‐Capture	  Zone] 
Area	  where	  mobile	  receives	  signal	  
from	  two	  or	  more	  transmitters	  
[transmitter	  signals	  are	  nearly	  equal	  
level. 

4.4	   Transmitter	  Simulcast	  	  
Transmitter simulcast adds another dimension to coverage performance. Simulcast essentially 
enhances coverage for wide area systems.  Simulcast is the simultaneous transmission of multiple 
repeaters on the same frequency.  It improves coverage reliability by presenting an increased number 
of reflected signals present at the radio receiver thus reducing the effects of signal fading [receiving 
signals from multiple transmitters from multiple locations].  However, this improvement comes at a 
cost; the system may result in degraded audio quality if improperly designed or optimized.  There are 
critical system parameters that need to be precisely controlled.  These require phased locked 
transmitters; frequency reference equipment [GPS]; as well as the adjusted audio levels for system 
performance. In summary, the following critical areas need to be synchronized. 

FREQUENCY STABILITY: Each transmitter needs to transmit its carrier within 0.1 Hz of each other  

SIGNAL LAUNCH TIMES: All transmit audio and CTCSS tones need to be launched at the same time – 
or in alignment by +/- 30 degrees 

BALANCED TRANSMITTER DEVIATION: Modulation needs to be within 0.2 dB of each other  

These are stringent technical requirements; GPS clocks allows this level of precision 

In the capture zone, no audio phasing is required as receivers only hear one transmitter due to the FM 
receiver’s capture effect. 

If transmitter simulcast systems are out of alignment or equipment tolerance, signals in the overlap 
zones [area where there are signals from multiple transmitters] generate Time Delay Interference 
[TDI].  TDI is generated when there are comparable signals levels [signal from transmitters nearly the 
same at the receiver]; and, phase delay [signal from multiple transmitter are received out of phase 

Note that signal and audio levels in the overlap areas will never be as good as inside the capture zone, 
as explained below: 
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When simulcast signals combine in the non-capture area, and if not optimized, then the effects are 
somewhat similar to signal fading, due to out-of-phase conditions. The results heard are noise, 
sometimes described as “pops”, motor-boating, buzzing, and whistling. If they are completely 180° 
out of phase then the signals cancel each other out. 

There are several contributing factors to this, they include the coverage area, terrain, overlap area, 
audio phasing, and transmitter stability affecting the overall signal in the non-capture area in terms of 
audio distortion. 

Figure-10 

COMPUTER REPRESENTATION OF FCECS ‘AS-FOUND’ SIMULCAST AUDIO DISTORTION 
Green:  Non-capture area at TDI threshold; receive audio is good 

Yellow:  TDI in non-capture area; some may hear distortion 
Red:  TDI out of tolerance; distortion heard 
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4.5	  	   Factors	  Influencing	  Coverage	  Performance	  
There are other factors that can influence simulcast coverage performance, the following is a brief 
discussion on potential issues that may affect coverage performance. 

4.3.1	   Subscriber	  Radios	  
Hand held portables and radio alert pager life-cycle begins by being fully optimized and tuned at the 
time of deployment.  But in a short while, the unit may have been bumped in doorways, knocked over 
from a desk, fall to the ground when retrieving from the belt, affected by heat and cold weather, 
moisture, overall battery degradation and charging cycles, etc. Over time, there is a potential impact 
that the aggregate of the degraded radio population will affect system performance. This requires the 
radio infrastructure to compensate for this general subscriber degradation; that is, the infrastructure 
must produce stronger signal levels to activate receivers, or compensate for lower received signals 
to/from portable radios. A factor of 3dB of system gain is not unreasonable for overall degradation. 

4.3.2	   Current	  Antenna	  Design	  
At most of the Franklin County radio sites, the antenna design typically uses one of the following 
antennas [refer to Table-2 [pg-12] for more details] 

Table-4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note that these are good antennas with high reliability; but may not be the correct choice for 
maximized coverage. 

All antennas have a “cone of silence” directly under the antenna [umbrella effect]. The cone of silence 
is defined by the antenna's vertical beamwidth and its height. 

An item to consider is the use of high gain antennas at the transmitter site.  If a transmitter site has 
high elevation, and a high gain antenna, it is possible for a mobile approaching this site may 
encounter non-capture conditions. This cone of silence may result in unusable communications.  The 
mobile may fall out of capture and simultaneously be in an area exceeding the maximum simulcast 
phase delay due to a signal from a distant site.  

This umbrella effect occurs because a null is created below the gain antenna.  This null may allow a 
signal from a distant site to come within a non-capture levels of the local repeater. The umbrella effect 
can produce significant nulls near the base station. Note that this phenomenon was experienced at 
the Shelburne site. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Model Type 
Gain 

Beamwidth 
Vertical 
Pattern 

Figure-11 

Comtelco BSL450U Omni - whip Unity 75° A 

Telewave ANT450-F2 Omni - whip 2.5 dB 38° B 

Telewave PD201 Omni - whip 5 dB 13° C 

Telewave ANT450-D6 
4-bay, ¼-wave 
open dipole 

6 dB 12° 
Similar to 

C 
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Figure-11 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     C 
 

 

4.3.2	   Narrowband	  Operation	  
Franklin County met the FCC mandated narrowbanding requirement by implementing its system as a 
narrowband system [12.5 kHz].  Coverage at 12.5 kHz as compared to previous 25 kHz emissions 
resulted in the decrease of reduced audio quality. The signal-to-noise is reduced by approximately 3 
dB, this reduction in power impacts the overall coverage performance. 

This happens because it takes a higher signal level at 12.5 kHz to provide the same voice quality as in 
the 25 kHz channel while the actual received RF signal levels remain the same.  

5 	   FINDINGS	  –	  SYSTEM	  ISSUES	  AND	  CONCERNS	  
The FCECS System Manager, as well as FCECS staff and system users, report difficulties with the 
existing radio system coverage, as there are many locations of poor or distorted communications 
Moreover, existing equipment may possibly not be operating optimally, as users report simulcast 
distortion. 

The CDCG team test evaluated coverage performance by driving around Franklin County evaluating 
both signal and audio quality.  In general, CDCG found many areas where signal levels were 
sufficiently high but received audio sounded noisy similar to poor or low signal conditions, confirming 
user reports. 

Coverage is reported generally good but several areas, including New Salem, Plainfield and Erving are 
having difficulties in system performance levels.  Heath, Colrain, and Leyden typically suffer from low 
signal conditions or lack of sites. 

Per RFP, CDCG conducted on site equipment evaluation, testing, and RF/Audio parameter 
measurement to understand and identify the critical issues affecting the County’s radio 
communications. 

5.3	  	   Results	  of	  System	  Test	  and	  Measurement	  
The RFP required detailed equipment and parameter measurement to identify all individual 
components that may or may not be in alignment.   Equipment tested for SIM-1 and SIM-2 included: 

Transmitter:   Audio line out, transmitter audio and CTCSS deviation, transmitter frequency, 
     output and reflected power, combiner loss 

Vertical Antenna Pattern 
Note: The vertical antenna patterns above [blue indicate the antenna; the orange lines 
represent the vertical antenna beamwidth angle]. The larger the angle, the greater signal 
levels closer to the site. 

                      A                                         B                                              C 
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Receiver:   Audio line out, voting status tone output level, receiver sensitivity,    
     desensitization, and multicoupler output 

Antenna System: Return loss measurement 

Multiplexer:   Input/output line level 

Voting:    Voted audio output; audio inputs 

Audio Bridge:  Voted audio outputs for each site for re-broadcast 

Simulcast:   RF propagation delays; equipment delay 

Microwave:   End-to-end audio measurement 

BCS and CDCG spent the week of November 9th measuring and recording the various equipment and 
system parameters.  The findings are shown in Table-5 below. Note that red indicates critical value out 
of tolerance; and yellow indicates equipment not optimized correctly. 

Table-5A 
SIM-1 

 

Table-5B 
SIM-2 
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Table-5C 
Shelburne Head End 

 

For critical simulcast parameters, both transmitter and CTCSS deviation were found to be outside of 
the narrow acceptable range needed for clear receive audio.  For the radio user, the disparate 
deviation levels sounds like out-of-phase transmitters, noisy and scratchy. 

The remaining data shows that the system was not simulcast optimized.  As the tables show, audio 
levels measured showed that they were not found to be within the margins needed for quality 
simulcast audio reception.  For an example, voted audio output to the ten transmitter sites should be 
approximately -10.0 dBm [acceptable range of around -9.8 to 10.3]. SIM-1 was found to be -3.0 to -
8.3, while SIM-2 was found to be acceptable.  This would explain varying audio levels received by the 
radio users on SIM-1. 

Note that the optimization control station installed at Shelburne Mountain was found to be fully 
operational. This unit is intended to assist the technician in optimizing transmitter deviation from the 
remote sites, as communications service monitors should not be used for this adjustment. An 
oscilloscope should be connected to the control station discriminator.  It is our opinion that the 
system may have not been sufficiently optimized during the implementation process, further 
confirmed by the variations found in the measured audio. 

5.1	  	   Current	  System	  Problems	  	  
At the start of the project, CDCG encountered the following issues: 

Plainfield: This is a new site that was placed into service just prior to CDCG beginning the 
measurement phase of the project.  This new site is being implemented to increase 
coverage the Ashfield area. When placed into service it was creating TDI issue in the 
eastern part of the County.  This site was also taken off line, as there appears to be an 
issue with the Harris multiplexer unit. This site is equipped with a new version on 
Synchrocast circuit board [Sync-3, the rest of the system utilizes Sync-2 cards]. Harris no 
longer supports Sync-2. 

 Although GatesAir has indicated that both circuit board versions are compatible, it 
appears to not operate properly.  It was discovered that the Synch-3 card requires an 
additional 546.5 microseconds of delay when operating in a Synch-2 system.  
Furthermore, the timing is programmed into a different module as compared to Synch-
2.  There have been several discussions with GatesAir to resolve what incompatibility 
there is between both versions. This is an on going analysis. 

 The Intraplex equipment at this site uses newer GPS board: SNC cards, while the rest of 
the system uses GPS-1 & 2 circuit boards.  

 The Intraplex GPS card was found to be defective; currently out for repairs. 
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 Currently the site is not transmitting but serving as a receive-only site only. 

 The site is currently being troubleshooted; it appears that there may be a defective 
hardware in the Intraplex equipment.   

Erving: The Spectracom GPS clock for this system was found to be inoperable prior to the 
optimization process, as the clock was not locking and was causing severe TDI in some 
locations. The clock was replaced during optimization [also SIM-1 and SiM-2 directional 
antennas were replaced with Omni antennas at this time]. However, the site was still 
causing interference and again taken out of service. An effort was taken to troubleshoot 
this site, ensuring that the equipment and wiring were in-phase, and that all timing 
parameters correct.  It was determined that the optimization for this site was complete 
and the problem appeared to be an intermittent Synchrocast card in the multiplexer.    

 The equipment was repaired but the problem continued. Currently the site is not 
transmitting but serving as a receive-only site. The site is currently being 
troubleshooted; it appears that there may be a defective hardware in the Intraplex 
equipment similar to Plainfield. 

Shelburne: The Shelburne Dispatch Console connection was disconnected from the head-end 
equipment due to JPS voting equipment malfunction.  MSP installed a local control 
station to provide console connectivity to SIM-1. 

 The JPS Control Interface Module [CIM], and the Control Processor Module [CPM] were 
replaced to correct the problem. 

 The optimization control station was found not set up to optimize transmitter deviation 
from remote sites. 

New Salem: During the optimization process it was found that one of the critical simulcast 
parameters, CTCSS deviation, was found to be drifting in and out of tolerance.  Later, 
when drive testing for TDI was conducted, it was found that New Salem was working 
intermittently. The site had to be removed from operation, as it appeared that the 
Spectracom GPS CTCSS module was not getting the proper functions to this module.  
This issue has been corrected. 

5.2	  	   Aging	  Equipment	  and	  End-‐Of-‐Life	  Concerns	  
The Franklin County public safety radio communications equipment is approximately ten [10] years 
old, and is in the early stages of experiencing the pressures of aging equipment or components. 
Typically, public safety equipment is generally considered for replacement as follows: 

   Base Station and Repeaters:  10 years 

   Mobile and Portable Radios:  5 – 7 years   

Of course, many systems have infrastructure equipment operating 15 to 20 years, or more.  At some 
point Radio System Planners need to plan for the replacement of aging and/or un-supported 
equipment.  The FCECS in now approaching this junction as to replacements, and also to consider 
next generation technology to enhance operations. 

As with most electronic and computer hardware/software systems, equipment have planned periods 
during which equipment and components are manufactured, sold, supported and then finally 
discontinued. This results in the planned discontinuation of manufacture and support for the 
equipment and its components. At the time of End-of-Life [EOL] manufacture and support, vendors no 
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longer guarantee that service or components will be available in the event that the system or 
individual components stop working.  

The FCECS radio system was accepted around 2007. Given the nature of various equipment utilized in 
this network, there are individual sub-system equipment that are beyond, or nearing their End-of-Life 
[EOL] support.  Various equipment is all on different EOL schedules. 

In general, the official EOL and manufacturer’s support of electronic equipment takes several years to 
implement. Once the expiration date is reached, technical support is no longer available, and 
equipment support beyond EOL is generally offered on a “best effort” basis.  This means that the 
manufacturer will make its best effort to repair the equipment.   

It is possible in the years subsequent to EOL that the FCECS could experience a decline in the 
availability of spare parts and the ability of manufacturers to restore catastrophic system failures, as 
individual components reach the end of their respective support periods.   

Support for the current equipment cannot be guaranteed after the system and technical support time 
period has expired.  

However, component [board] repair service is defined as the supply of replacement parts to support 
component level repair.  Some of the primary components of the existing system have support 
periods extending beyond end of life.  Component level support is based primarily on the availability 
of spare parts.   

Manufacturers will typically support its product somewhere between 5 to 10 years after the expiration 
date for manufacturing. Inventories of spare parts are typically stored to meet the estimated customer 
base requirement over this period.  However, support during this timeframe again is "best effort"; with 
no guarantee that parts will be available.  

CDCG contacted the various manufacturers of the FCECS system sub-equipment to identify EOL and its 
impact on FCECS operations. 

5.2.1	   Equipment	  in	  Current	  Production	  

Harris MASTR-III Repeater – this equipment has been in production for decades and is a current 
offering in their product line for analog radio, although there is a P25 version of the MASTR-III.  There 
are thousands of these units in use throughout the country; the equipment is considered “bullet-
proof”.  Harris has no plans [or known discussion] when it will discontinue this product.  Sales and 
support for this equipment should continue to be available for the next five years. 

5.2.2	   Equipment	  in	  Current	  Production	  but	  with	  EOL	  Circuit	  Boards	  	  	  

Harris Intraplex Multiplexer [Synchrocast] - GatesAir, formally part of Harris Broadcast, now sells 
and supports the Intraplex product. This equipment is key piece of equipment that converts repeater 
and dispatch console audio to digital for transport via digital microwave. It also provides simulcast 
delay timing to synchronize simulcast transmitters. 

Although the manufacturer is committed to continue supporting this equipment for the long term, 
some of the circuit cards have been discontinued due to availability of certain components.  

What is generally referred to Synchrocast-2 utilizes DA191-S or T modules, with MA474, MA474, or 
MA418 application boards. These are past EOL and are no longer supported. However, they have been 
replaced with the SNC-S or T circuit boards with an MA480 application board and are referred to 
Synchroast-3 [as in the case with Plainfield].   
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If there is a Synchroasct-2 circuit board failure at one of the sites, then the replacement is 
Synchrocast-3 circuit board. Furthermore, the prime site boards have to be compatible with the 
remote site so they would have to be replaced as well with the same generation card. 

Raytheon JPS SNV-12 Voter – this equipment provides site receive voting, whose output is 
transported to the transmitter sites for rebroadcast.  According to the manufacturer, this equipment 
will continue to be manufactured and supported for some time.  

However, the Console Interface Module [CIM] currently used by FCECS is the older generation that is 
no longer being supported.  Next generation modules are now being provided as a direct replacement 
to the older cards without having to replace the entire chassis. As modules are upgraded they are also 
providing new functionality that may benefit some users.  This is also true for the Control Processor 
Module [CPM], as it is also being replaced with CPM-3. 

5.3.3	   Retired	  Equipment	  or	  Beyond	  End-‐of-‐Life	  

Spectracom Time/Frequency Standard – this is a high performance GPS clock that provides1-pulse-
per-second [pps] and 10 MHz timing reference signals to the various system sub-components such as 
the MASTR-III repeaters, Raytheon JPS, and Intraplex multiplex.  The FCECS system has two models of 
this equipment: 8195-A and 8195-B; both are at their end-of-life cycles.  No additional 
software/firmware updates are planned/expected for these units. 

The 8195-A was last sold in 2005, and is in the manufacturer “limited support” category. The 8195-A 
has limited technical support, and may or may not be supported or repaired.   

The 8195-B was last sole in 2010, and is in the manufacturer “full support” category meaning that 
units can be returned for repaired as parts are still in inventory. 

Units that are classified as “limited support” can still be returned for repair. Spectracom will evaluate 
the unit to determine if the unit can be repaired. If not, they will recommend a replacement unit.  

Harris TRuepoint-5000 Microwave Radio – In 2010, Harris-Stratex, a radio microwave manufacturing 
company, became Aviat Networks. The FCECS uses two models of this product:  6-Ghz and 11-GHz 
frequency bands.  

Aviat classified TRuepoint as “Manufacturing Discontinued” in 2010; in 2011, it was reclassified to 
“Maintenance Only”. Aviat’s EOL program for discontinued products is to support equipment repairs 
for at least ten [10] years.  This will occur December 31, 2020. 

6 SIMULCAST	  OPTIMIZATION	  	  
The as-found measured RF and audio parameters are identified in Table-2 on Pages-17 & 18. This 
“raw” test data was submitted to the FCECS at a special meeting held on November 2, 2015. The data 
showed that several critical simulcast values were out of alignment. The FCECS System Manager 
recommended to the FCECS Committee that a system optimization be conducted as soon as possible. 
The Committee agreed and approved funding to hire GMC and BCS to optimize the simulcast network. 

The simulcast network was optimized the week of November 9, 2015, and a summary report was 
submitted to the Committee at the FRCOG/FCECS November monthly meeting. The optimization 
process did improve overall system audio and coverage performance, as reported by the FCECS 
personnel at the December meeting.  

The system and all critical parameters was adjusted and synced at all the sites, and all of the audio 
levels in the system were equalized. However, there still may be areas, or new areas, where signals are 
out of phase.  The distortion may sound like a buzz or hum to some users. 
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The optimization process is based on computer analysis and calculation, with network settings 
adjusted based on those calculations. Distortion areas cannot be eliminated only shifted to other 
areas where coverage is not required.   

However, there are still some areas that still have distortion or poor audio quality due to low signal 
conditions, as well as potential equipment problems. 

During the optimization process, equipment problems were discovered with the New Salem, Erving, 
and the Plainfield sites; as a result, two rounds of propagation simulcast timing values had to be 
changed at some of the sites.  We feel that the timing values in place are the optimized values.  The 
following table shows the as–found timing values and the new calculated values currently employed by 
the network.  

Table-6   Simulcast Timing Delay Values 

 

Figure-12 
COMPUTER REPRESENTATION OF FCECS SIMULCAST AUDIO DISTORTION  

POST OPTIMIZATION 
Green:  Non-capture area at TDI threshold; receive audio is good 

Yellow:  TDI in non-capture area; some may hear distortion 
Red:  TDI out of tolerance; distortion heard 

Simulcast Delay 
[microseconds]

Shelburne 
HeadEnd Borden Buckland Charlemont Country Hill Erving Mt Grace New Salem Plainfield Toby

As Found 20000 20072 20064 20075 20046 20030 20014 20044 17500 20053

New value at 
optimization 20059 20065 20064 20075 20046 20045 20014 20044 20467 20053
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7 RECOMMENDATIONS	  FOR	  IMPROVING	  FCECS	  SYSTEM	  
There are some considerations for improving the overall performance of the FCECS.  Although some 
equipment is no longer supported by manufacturers; and some equipment, while supported, is 1980 
technology. The following discussion provides ideas and alternatives for improving overall system 
performance.  

Under the current contract, CDCG is required to provide the FCECS information and discussion 
regarding new future technology.  New technology would be considered a system upgrade replacing 
some or all key sub-systems of the system – the microwave system is an example. This section 
discusses what can be done in the near future to improve what is already in service.  Although some 
system improvements can be realized, there are certain limitations within the current system design 
that cannot be changed due to technology or equipment limitations. 

The following recommendations are considered short-term improvements, 1 to 3 years to implement. 
Long-term improvements [3 to 7 years] will be identified in the next report that will discuss overall 
system wide upgrade to newer or current generation technology.  This would include repeaters, 
microwave system, etc. 

7.1	  	   System	  Maintenance	  	  

Recommendation:  Perform annual Preventative Maintenance. 

Cost: Current maintenance agreement expenditure. 

Emergency situations place increased demand on all communications equipment and a solid 
maintenance program can reduce down times of equipment and increase first responder’s ability to 
perform their duties. 

To maintain system availability [up time], it is important to have periodic site inspections and strong 
preventative maintenance program. This would include testing and measurement of certain critical 
components; these include RF equipment and parameters, audio levels, and simulcast related 
performance values.  Some public safety entities do this on a quarterly basis but should be done at 
least per a year. 

An essential part of ensuring a reliable radio network is a good maintenance program. Technologies 
changes due to next generation or the discontinuance of a product that requires dedicated 
maintenance focus at several levels; these include the Management, Field, and End User levels.  

At the Management level, a good maintenance program should consist of a design, procurement and 
implementation process. Consistent with design is reliable field input on communications 
requirements suitable to public safety operational structures. Design and procurement functions are 
then blended into the process to ensure proper levels of spare parts and backup assets to 
accommodate new or existing systems. Equipment or component upgrade due to life-cycle issues 
should also be part of a capital replacement program. 

At the Field level, day-to-day maintenance functions and support are crucial for continued operation of 
the communications network both during normal and emergency operations. Field staff must be 
capable of performing ad-hoc repairs as well as continued preventative maintenance at the local level. 

Local communities are responsible for the purchase and installation or removal of their end-user radio 
equipment. Franklin County retaining contracted staff to manage and conduct infrastructure repair 
work, upgrades, and preventative maintenance.  
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FCECS maintenance function and oversight is performed by an FCECS Radio System Manager, using a 
local repair shop for various levels of maintenance. Green Mountain Communications, Inc. is currently 
providing this service.  CDCG believes that this is  

A third level of maintenance is the End User aspect of communications systems and devices. End users 
should be regularly be instructed in the use and handling of communications equipment.  

It is important that FCECS parallel any new communications initiatives with a solid maintenance 
program. Newer technologies such as digital, or trunked radio, IP transport, require specific training 
and a well-planned preventative maintenance program to ensure equipment reliability.  

7.2	  	   Antenna	  System	  	  
Recommendation:   Change the existing high gain directional antennas with omnidirectional 

and/or down-tilt units. 

Discussion:     Section-3.2.4, page-10 

Budgetary Cost Estimate: $15,000.00 for ten [10] sites 

The discussion regarding the use of high-gain directional antennas on high sites implies that their use 
does not provide optimum simulcast coverage.   

At the sites that have a 6 dB directional antennas, or 6 dB omnidirectional antennas, should be 
replaced with Unity or low gain omnidirectional units.  This should provide better overall signal 
performance especially near transmitter sites.  The FCECS has begun this process and the preliminary 
results have been positive [e.g. Erving, Plainfield, and New Salem]. 

Final design and selection of the appropriate antenna should include the selected antenna 
manufacturer. 

7.3	  	   Improvement	  of	  Audio	  Quality	  
Recommendation:     Deploy audio optimizing equipment [booster/limiter]. 

Discussion:     Section-4.3.2, page-21 

Budgetary Cost Estimate: $2,000 

The booster limiter automatically increases low-level audio as a result of the 12.5 kHz narrowband 
operation. It is inserted in the transmit path and uses DSP audio processing to boost low audio [audio 
gain].  It also limits the output so that there is no over deviation conditions.  The booster then is able 
to provide consistent audio level across the voice band.  Compression is 6 to 1; so for every 6dB of 
input change, the output only changes 1 dB.  

In layman’s terms, the equipment boosts audio from a person with a low voice, while attenuating 
audio from a person with a loud voice. 

The unit can accommodate two repeater systems.  It has a failsafe circuit so that if the unit fails, the 
input is automatically connected to the output. 

Note that the distributer of the audio booster/limiter equipment has offered to loan the FCECS this 
equipment for valuation on their system 
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7.4	  	   Replacement	  of	  Problematic	  Equipment	  
Recommendation:     Replace Spectracom time/frequency GPS standard at all sites. 

Discussion:     Section-5.3.3, page-26 

Budgetary Cost Estimate: $60,000 for ten [10] sites 

This equipment should be replaced as it is not being supported by the manufacturer, and is the 
source of many recent system timing simulcast issues.  Note that we encountered three [3] failures 
during the course of our measurement and test of the system. 

7.5	  	   Raytheon	  JPS	  Voter	  
Recommendation:     1.  Send to JPS the SIM-1 Central Processing Module [CIM] for chip and  
        firmware upgrade  

       2.  Purchase Console Interface Module [CIM] and Central Processing   
        Module [CPM] 

Discussion:     Section-5.3.2, page-26 

Budgetary Cost Estimate: 1. No cost for upgrade 

       2. $3,000 

There are two [2] JPS units in service, one each for SIM-1 & SIM-2.  Currently, one unit has older 
generation [not supported] CIM & CPM cards, and one unit with the new replacement CIM & CPM 
cards. It was uncertain if new CIM card and old CPM card are compatible in the same chassis.  JPS 
indicate that they are compatible as long as the chip/firmware has been upgraded in the older CPM 
card. 

The voting equipment is a critical sub-system and should have critical spares in stock. 

7.5	  	   Shelburne	  Control	  Dispatch	  Console	  	  
Recommendation:     Check Shelburne Control console to  

Discussion:     None 

Budgetary Cost Estimate: None - work to be performed by MSP technicians.  

It was reported and confirmed that console audio is louder than the audio from the transmitter site.  
Also, reported low frequency response in some alert paging tones being transmitted. The MSP console 
[Motorola MC7500] needs to be confirmed by MSP technicians that audio pre-emphasis is disabled.  

7.6	  	   Transmitter	  Combiner	  	  
Recommendation:     Have TX combiner manufacturer, TX-RX Systems, evaluate the transmitter 
        combiner at two [2] site.  

Discussion:     None 

Budgetary Cost Estimate: $1,000  

There are two combiners that are not properly terminated, as repeaters were taken off the combiner. 
Equipment needs to be evaluated to determine critical length jumpers are installed based on the 
change of combiner use.  This upgrade would render the combiner more efficient and prevent 
possible malfunction of transmitters. 
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7.7	  	   Site	  Facilities	  
Recommendation:     Repair shelter at Erving  

Discussion:     None 

Budgetary Cost Estimate: $10,000  

The Erving shelter needs to be rehab due to water and mold issues.  
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8 APPENDIX-‐1	   	   	   SIM-‐1	   &	   SIM-‐2	   Technical	   Drawing	   and	   Audio	   Level	   Test	  
Points	  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


